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Overview of site aerial shot.Let’s set the scene - Take you back 4 and half years, when I was appointed the CEO of Lyndoch Living.Aged care health reforms were 3 years in – significant changes were in progress3 key changes to the way we do our business - less reliance on government funding; focus on quality services; branding and marketing. Also the transition to CDCold Lyndoch Lyndoch living is the largest regional aged care provider: Lyndoch Living on 10 hectares; site and environment is disconnected; no connectivity, organic growth without thought. The best real estate in town 
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A real contradiction – the old and the new. The apartments - venture into retirement living, what not to do. Lyndoch Living is a community owned, not for profit, an Incorporated Association and governed by a Board.Our services are across the aged care continuum 198 Residential Aged Care BedsRetirement Living independent villas and apartments (41)Apartments – 4 stages only first stage completedCommunity services – rehab, community respite, a broad range of community programs servicing over 800 clients. 2 satellite community servicesHome care services – 240 packages, 80 Linkages packages Employ over 420 staff, have 170 dedicated volunteersLyndoch is 66 years young, tired facilities. A very traditional building; disconnected site. Building reflect the culture, stuck in time, reputation “old peoples home” , unable to attract skilled staff, ageing workforce, poor relationships between staff and departments, lack of leadership with poor customer service. No connection with community.



2019: Redevelopment Begins 
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Fast forward today – a very different look. As the changing landscape in aged care services evolve, so too does Lyndoch Living’s approach to how we deliver our services to ensure our sustainability as we continue to meet the needs of our ageing population, health reforms, now and into the future.Lyndoch is a vibrant, welcoming, happy organisation that has opened the doors to the community We are shifting from traditional retirement models; task focused aged care facilities, changing the perception of an old people’s home to working towards an interactive, engaged and living community across the continuum.embedding the value of an integrated site and what that can mean for the provision of services and development of new models of care and service. This was the underlying vision for the masterplan. Approved July 2017, building work commenced



Swinton redevelopment &
Primary Healthcare Centre
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The masterplanThe masterplan is an ambitious project to improve the environment –refurbish, remodel, redo, provide more environmentally friendly spaces; active spaces, and connectivity and strong links with the environment and community. Shape and design the environment/architecture of new retirement facilities to improve lifestyle, Create a hub, a health precinct,  with a focus on wellbeing; build a Primary Health care center – one-stop-shop for the community, complete engagement with the community; 4 stages of the masterplan, over 8 years– understanding that there is a need to be flexible, understand the external environment; risk management, revisit each stage for approval by board. (use apartments as example, didn’t revisit)From a service delivery perspective our values, the organisational culture provides the framework to be influential in promoting healthy living, living well. There are many challenges, but also many opportunities to share the fun of living and living well at any age. I’d like to share Lyndoch’ s story  and journey, ….it is a snapshot of where we are now, with our focus and our future directions.  Before I start – 2 personal key strategiesLiving the social purpose – connecting with community and reengagement with the communityOpening the doors of Lyndoch, inviting the community in. Demystifying what we doGiving back to the community through the development of partnerships that are mutually beneficial and sponsorship.Reengaging our elders with community that they came from, pulling down the barriers; stopping segregation, just because they live a Lyndoch doesn’t mean that they are devalued and no value to community. Leadership – strong committed leadership that is open, transparent, and values based.Share the vision to engage the staff, understand the shared learning.Develop the champions – staff they knowReflect, evaluate, re-evaluate, plan, re plan it is a continuous processEngage the boardProvide resources to make it happen.Celebrate the successes.Then Develop and celebrate the great stories that happen every day.Develop strategy with a clear vision: To be a leader in the Aged Care industryTo engage with the community – in effect to open the doors of Lyndoch and bring the community in.To develop and implement an Integrated model of care – the continuum, no need to move from R/L to RACs provide care to stay in their home on site.Living well; keeping well is in our vision and approach to service delivery Both strategies have impacted on developing Our culture that supports our philosophy and impacts on the ways of working with both residents and clients. This is embraced at all levels of management, staff and across all of our services.
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the Lyndoch wayThe Lyndoch Way - our values statement that supports and guides the expectations and behaviours of staff and volunteers in their daily work and supports community connectedness for our residents.Our values have provided the framework for the transformation of our organization and services; Decreased the silo structures between services and something amazing is happening – our residents are connecting from retirement living to RACS
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Welcoming
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WelcomingInternal environment – to be a welcoming, and vibrant place for the community – an active space Front reception area – remodelingHair salon, barber shopCafé/bar – for family to meet and visitWorkforce - Focus on first impressions customer service. Developed the role Customer serviceOpening the door to the community – not selling lifestyle or design we are selling community to increase our capacity and capability for our residents.



Social Connectivity
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Intergenerational programs.Minnie Vinnies program and now part of the school curriculum activity with paring of student and resident – life story and student research. Presented Other programs include True Grit; The Gardening Club. The Mindful and Creative Group10 year celebration with local school – feedback from students



Corporate Hub
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Before

After
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Developing organizational capacity and capability: business model.  Corporate hub – the heart of LyndochBuild the corporate capacity –  all services together; exec open view on display walk the talk.to enable the capability of acquisitions.First section of masterplan – open plan corporate hub.  Our Staff say hello – smile and always helpful. One significant feedback that I receive.PrideWe are proud of Lyndoch and that is demonstrated by staff – “the right people with the right skills to make it happen.Promote our services and the changes and to be part of the great stories that happen every day! The intergenerational programs involving local primary and high schools;Capacity to attract new staff. One team -  Break down the silos – both structurally and environmentally.  Working together for our residents. Not just about nurses. The social and emotional wellbeing of our residents is the framework.Developing a committed workforce – Getting the leadership team right – assist in building of internal capacity and capability.Workforce development – building capacity and capabilityNew innovative roles –SGJ2Career pathways.



Artist in Residence
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Say yesListening to staff and their ideas – they know!Art and health. Jimmie Buscome – art murals around the organisation. Assists in way finding – the murals are a joint activity with JimmieLyn’s story  - interest back in art. New links reestablished with her son, granddaughter.New models of care and service



Having Fun
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Having funThe May races – 45 residents across Lyndoch attended.The silos between our residents are breaking down. Fantastic that they can enjoy each other’s company. Being beaten by the residents onto the buses. The Lyndoch Old Boys club.Two old schools mates reconnected over a Guinness.Taking residents out for dinner Sponsorship  Innovation  - this is the game changer. And supports our social purpose Innovation is changing the customer expectations. Need to move away from the clinical model, focus on a hospitality model. Embrace Lifestyle and emotional support and wellbeing.Improving the dining experience with a Chef oversees the meal delivery. One course served a time. Dining room set up. Homelike environment. Tables set. Introduction of Schonwald China – removal of plastic, aids residents can sit together, no embarrassment.Initially piloted program and is now rolled out across the organization.Amazing impact on our residents.Increase weightsDecrease use of supplements.
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There has been a lot of work to change the culture in preparation of developing and transitioning into the Integrated model of aged care and developing a health precinct. Integrated aged care model that is moving ahead with innovative, broad based accommodation and range of services to the community as we develop a health precinct model, with a focus on healthy living and wellbeing  Lyndoch Living recently changed our status from an Incorporated Association to become a Company Limited by Guarantee. The Board has moved to a skills base with a strong focus on governance – both corporate and clinical. Our services are across the aged care continuum Our workforce has increased to over 525 staff,  volunteer base remains strong at 190 dedicated volunteersAcquisitions – May Noonan Centre by LL; Warrnambool Medical Clinic 
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Innovation  - this is the game changer. And supports our social purpose Innovation is changing the customer expectations. Need to move away from the clinical model, focus on a hospitality model. Embrace Lifestyle and emotional support and wellbeing.Improving the dining experience with a Chef oversees the meal delivery. One course served a time. Dining room set up. Homelike environment. Tables set. Introduction of Schonwald China – removal of plastic, aids residents can sit together, no embarrassment.Initially piloted program and is now rolled out across the organization.Amazing impact on our residents.Increase weightsDecrease use of supplements. Healthy eating – our food innovation project. Started with the humble sausage. High protein, modified food products for a specific group. CSIROWaltanna Living - High protein foods using hemp and flax seed.Providing a range of dining options for our retirement living residentsFocus on healthy ageing and wellbeing.Workforce – project with SW TAFE. Skills and mindset 



www.lyndoch.org.au
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There are many challenges, but also many opportunities to share the fun of living and living well at any age. Our intent is to leverage off the brand of Lyndoch, embed a culture that supports the visionWe share the great stories that happen every day at Lyndoch!Visit our webpage and see for yourselves -  Living – is our brand. #tag “Get busy living!”Thank you
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